94	INTRODUCTION
Chief-Justice Marshall, in bringing to the light the implied
powers contained in the American Constitution, a note
which says: ' Had the Supreme Court been in those days
possessed by the same spirit of strictness and literality
which the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council has
recently applied to the construction of the British North
America Act, 1867, the United States Constitution would
never have grown to what it now is.'l One hesitates to
differ from Plato; but surely the fault, if fault there was,
lay with the f ramers of the British North America Act and
not with its interpreters. The doctrine of implied powers
was justified by the extreme generality of the language of
the American Constitution. When, for better or for worse,
the Canadian statesmen had attempted to deal with every
possible case in extreme minuteness of detail, no room was
left for the application of the general doctrine. In the
language of the judgement in The Lambe Cases (12 Ap. Cas.
575), * It is quite impossible to argue from the one case to
the other. Their lordships have to construe the express
words of an Act of Parliament, which makes an elaborate
distribution of the whole field of legislative authority
between two legislative bodies, and at the same time
provides for the federated Provinces a carefully balanced
Constitution under which no one of the parts can pass laws
for itself except under the control of the whole, acting
through the Governor-General. And the question they have
to answer is, whether the one body or the other has power to
make a given law. If they find that on the due construction
o£ the Act a legislative power falls within Section 92, it
would be quite wrong of them to deny its existence because by
some possibility it may be abused, or may limit the range
which would otherwise be open to th^ Dominion Parliament**
The framers of the Canadian Constitution cannot be
blamed that, with the example of that of the United States
before them, they determined to make the Central Parlia-
* Tte American Cdnsfcftdfon, Srd ed., 1895, to!, i> p. €35.

